
84 We have a mobile CB just right for your vehicle.
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=Chrome -face CB with Audio Clarity Enhancer and weather alert
TRC-446. New ACE system improves sound on transmit and receive. When the CB is on and the local weather chan-
nel sends a warning, an alert sounds and an indicator lights. Switch to the weather channel to hear alert details or get
the latest forecast anytime. Receives all seven weather frequencies. You also get handy up/down channel -select but-
tons on the microphone, built-in SWR meter to help you tune your antenna, one -touch access to channel 9 or 19,
switchable noise blanker, classic chrome detailing, heavy-duty mic connector. 214 x71/4x W[4021-1574..119.99

CrEl Full -power CB
has ACE and weather
alert with SAME
TRC-519. New ACE Audio Clarity
Enhancer improves sound on transmit
and receive. When the CB is on and
the weather station sends a warning,

the alert sounds. New SAME technology lets the weather service transmit warnings to specific areas. Receives all seven
U.S. weather frequencies. RF gain control for best reception of nearby or distant CBs. 11 /2x59/16x751,6'
tV1 21-1709 99.99

Why drive "alone"? A CB radio and REACT
volunteers can bring you help in a hurry

REACT

Emergency?
Tune to CB channel 9 and broadcast
these key details over and over:

 WHO
 WHERE exactly
 WHAT

For more information on REACT, contact:

By Mail:

REACT International, Inc.

5210 Auth Rd. #403,

Suitland, MD 20746

By Phone:

(301) 316-2900

By Internet.

react@reactintl.org

Choose a

REACT is a non-profit organization of trained

volunteers who monitor channel 9, the official
CB emergency channel. Each year REACT assists

thousands of motorists with road directions and
emergency communications. However, some-
times REACT is unable to help because the

caller fails to provide vital information. In case

of emergency, REACT recommends you select
CB channel 9 and broadcast the key details-
WHO, WHERE and WHAT-over and over.
WHO is a description of your vehicle: make/
model, color, license number. WHERE is your

exact location: street or highway with an ad-
dress, intersecting road, mile post number, land-
mark or building. WHAT is the type of problem.

You Need a CB!
A CB radio in your vehicle brings you an extra

measure of safety and convenience. With a CB,

you can call for directions or assistance, and keep

in touch with family and friends at distances up

to several miles. In many areas, volunteer groups

like REACT monitor channel 9, the official CB

emergency channel. Even if you have a cellular

phone, CB is useful when you drive in areas with

poor or no cellular phone service-and with CB

there are no call charges to pay. CB is great for

recreational activities such as camping, fishing,

company picnics and hiking. You can chat with

other CBers to pass the time on a long trip.

No license is required and there's no

age limit. Anyone can use and enjoy CB

radio, America's Citizens Band.

RadioShack CBs
Are Built Tough
Every RadioShack CB undergoes rigorous testing

and must meet high performance standards be-

fore it reaches our stores. RadioShack CBs are

capable of transmitting for an extended period of

time into a defective antenna-even a missing

antenna-without being damaged. Our CBs can

perform in temperature extremes from -22°F to

+140°F to give you extra reliability, no matter

where you go. And all of our CBs can operate

from +11 to +16 volts DC. Go with the undis-

puted leader in CB-RadioShack.

New for 2000 -ACE
(Audio Clarity Enhancer)
Our new ACE (Audio Clarity Enhancer) system

uses the latest compander (compressor/expander)

technology to boost audio quality and reduce

noise on both transmit and receive. While ACE

works best on communications between ACE-

equipped CBs like those on this page, it also

offers a significant improvement in audio quality

when talking to CBs not equipped with ACE.

RadioShack mobile CB with the features you want

Model Special Features

Weather
Receive

and Alert

Audio
Clarity

Enchanter
Channel
Display

Channel
Selectors

Transmit/
Receive

Indicators

One Touch
Access to
Channel

RF Gain
Control

Microphone
Connector

External
Speaker

Jack

PA

Speaker
Jack Cat. No. Price

TRC-502 Mini size Red LED Up/down TX LED 5 -DIN 21-1702 49.99

TRC-503 1 -touch ch. 9 or 19 Green LED Rotary TX/RX LEDs 9 or 19 5 -DIN 21-1703 59.99

TRC-442 Off-roader Red LED Rotary TX LED 4 -DIN screw 21-1586 79.99

TRC-504 On-mic controls Green LED Rotary TX/RX LEDs 9 or 19 5 -DIN V 21-1704 79.99

TRC-519 WX Alert + SAME Red LED Rotary TX LEDs 4 -pin screw 21-1709 99.99

TRC-446 Pro -Trucker Green LED Rotary TX/RX LEDs 9 or 19 V 5 -pin screw 21-1574 119.99


